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Abstract

The rapid development of scanning and measuring hardware for medical imaging and

for scienti�c experiments� the introduction of animation techniques into common use have

created the need to understand n�dimensional raster geometry� where n � �� After a brief

review of continuous geometry in Rn � this paper presents the discrete regular structure called

a hyperlattice used for de�ning n�dimensional raster geometry� The concept of neighbourhood

in hyperlattices is studied in detail� introducing a new de�nition which extends existing

de�nitions by taking into account the border of the Voronoi sets associated with neighbouring

lattice points� A general de�nition of discrete curves based on these new de�nitions is then

introduced� Finally a general de�nition of rasterization onto hyperlattices is given� and

algorithms for rasterizing straight lines onto n�dimensional lattices are presented� A detailed

analysis of line�drawing algorithms onto hyperlattices is then presented�

C�R� Subject Classi�cation ������� I���� �Picture�Image Generation� Line and curve genera�
tion� I���	 �Hardware Architectures� Raster display devices� I�
�	 �Digitization� Sampling� I�
�	
�Digitization� Scanning�

Keywords and Phrases� N �dimensional geometry� hyperlattices� neighbourhood relations� n�
dimensional rasterization� straight line segments�

� Introduction

The rapid development of scanning and measuring hardware for medical imaging and for sci�
enti�c experiments� the introduction of animation techniques into common use and the devel�
opment of multimodal user interfaces have created new problems regarding sampling� repre�
sentation and rendering of data de�ned in n�dimensional spaces for use in the discrete world
representable in computers�
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��� ���� SJ Amsterdam�
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While in the Computer Graphics literature there are abundant references to surface and
volume modelling and rendering in three�dimensional space �
� 		� ��� 	�� 	
�� and in Signal
Processing there is a well established theory on the sampling of n�dimensional signals �	��
references on curve and surface rasterization in general are rare� and only recently has a com�
prehensive de�nition of rasterization in two�dimensional spaces been introduced ��� 	�� 
	�� In
brief� rasterization is the operation that governs the passing from the human continuous repre�
sentation of the world to the discrete digital world of computing devices� Studies on rasterization
in n�dimensional spaces� with n � �� are even rarer ���� �
� 	� 	�� ��� �� ��� and are not organized
systematically� and are thus insu�cient for the formulation of a global theory that allows the
understanding of the mechanisms and artifacts that a�ect rasterization in such highly complex
spaces�

The main studies available to date for the treatment and visualization of n�dimensional spaces
can be found in the �eld of statistical computing ���� �	� ��� but the visualization requirements
for statistical analyses are relatively limited� and there has been no particular need to extend
these early techniques to encompass today�s sophisticated visualization tools�

Due to the recent progress in scienti�c visualization� there has been a renewed interest in
new methods for the visualization of n�dimensional spaces �

� � ��� ���� Also� problems arising
from digital medical imaging posed researchers� such as G�T� Herman� new geometric problems
in more general digital spaces� such as the de�nition of oriented surfaces ����� However� these
studies either are very practically oriented� or are limited to well�circumscribed issues of the
theoretical problems involved� To avoid the development of mutually incompatible theories� a
general framework for the development of the theory for n�dimensional rasterization is needed�

The present work tries to address exactly this issue� After a brief introduction to the ge�
ometry of n�dimensional spaces �Section ��� a model for n�dimensional discrete spaces based
on hyperlattices� or discrete lattices� will be proposed� Discrete lattices are both su�ciently
regular to be tractable and general enough to include a variety of discrete point dispositions in
the real space Rn �Section ��� Brie�y� a discrete lattice is the set of points that are the linear
combination with integer coe�cients of n linearly independent vectors called generators of the
lattice� The relations between di�erent lattice generator sets and the lattice generated will then
be analyzed� and a necessary and su�cient condition for two lattice generator sets to generate
the same lattice will be presented�

Discrete lattices provide su�cient generality to encapsulate both traditionally used struc�
tures� such as the hypercubic lattice� where the generators are mutually orthogonal and have
the same length� and less conventional lattices based on non�orthogonal generators� Such an
extension is needed for example to allow more freedom in the direction chosen for data scanning
and display in devices such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance �NMR� and Computer Assisted
Tomography �CAT� scanners�

Section 
 will introduce l��neighbourhoods on hyperlattices� two points will be called neigh�
bours if the corresponding Voronoi sets have in common a particular �n�k��dimensional subset
of the hyperplane which lies halfway between them� where k is an integer smaller than or equal
to l� Hyperlattice neighbourhoods are an extension of the traditional neighbourhood concept
in two� and three�dimensions� and allow to take into account di�erent degrees of �diagonality�
between neighbours� In the three�dimensional orthogonal case� this is equivalent to making a
distinction between point�� line� and face�connected neighbours� The number of available neigh�
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bours depends on the mutual orthogonality of the lattice generators� and a necessary condition
for two lattice points to be neighbours is presented� Curves on hyperlattices are �nally de�ned
in the same way as paths on graphs as sequences of neighbouring lattice points� thus binding
together for the �rst time lattice connectedness to the de�nition of curve�

Section  introduces di�erent rasterization methods for hyperlattices� First� the straightfor�
ward extension of two�dimensional nearest neighbour rasterization methods is presented� grid
intersection and cellular rasterization methods are indicated as e�ective methods to generate
respectively n�� and 	��connected rasterizations onto the n�dimensional space� A generic al�
gorithm for obtaining the rasterization of a curve into an l�connected path is then presented�
Finally� an algorithm that generates the rasterization of a straight line segment onto an n�
dimensional l��connected lattice is derived in Section ��

The inherent di�culty of the matter involved in this paper may be o��putting for some
readers� Full proofs have been provided to aid understanding of the methods employed for
reasoning� and this might result in a slight indigestibility of some parts of the paper� However�
in this introduction we have tried to provide the reader with a roadmap through the perils of
reasoning in n�dimensional spaces�

� Basic geometry in n�dimensional space

Before introducing the operation of rasterization in n�dimensional spaces� it is sensible to recall
some of the geometry of the Euclidean n�dimensional space Rn� so that the reader can later
agree on simple geometric concepts such as planes� straight lines and perpendicularity� Readers
interested in the general de�nitions of the quantities introduced hereafter are advised to consult
basic mathematics text books such as �	�� �� �	�� We shall partially follow here the de�nitions
used in ���� which trade o� generality for ease of understanding by stressing the geometric
interpretation�

In the Euclidean real n�dimensional space Rn� the distance function commonly used is the
Euclidean distance� Given two points x � �x�� � � � � xn��� and y � �y�� � � � � yn��� of R

n� their

distance is the real positive number d�x�y� � �
Pn��

i�� jxi � yij
��

�

� � The norm of a vector x �

�x�� � � � � xn��� � R
n is the real number kxk � �

Pn��
i�� jxij

��
�

� � The scalar product or inner product
hx�yi of two vectors x � �x�� � � � � xn��� and y � �y�� � � � � yn��� of R

n is de�ned by

hx�yi �
n��X
i��

xiyi �

Note that hx�xi � kxk� and that d�x�y� � kx� yk� Moreover� in the Euclidean n�dimensional
space both the triangle inequality

kx� yk � kxk� kyk �

and the cosine rule

hx�yi � kxk � kyk cos � �

hold� where � represents the angle formed by the vectors x and y in the origin� From a geometric
point of view� the importance of the de�nition of inner products lies in the fact that they are used
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to de�ne orthogonality� two non�zero vectors x and y are said to be orthogonal or perpendicular
if hx�yi � �� If x and y are orthogonal we shall write x � y�

A unit vector u � �u�� � � � � un��� in R
n is a vector such that kuk � 	� A unit vector uniquely

determines a direction in the n�dimensional space� directions are therefore characterized by
the corresponding unit vector n�tuple �u�� � � � � un���� Two directions u and u� are said to
be opposite if u� � �u� The direction associated to a non�zero vector x � �x�� � � � � xn��� is
the direction expressed by the corresponding unit vector ux � � x�kxk � � � � �

xn��
kxk �� Two vectors

x � �x�� � � � � xn��� and y � �y�� � � � � yn��� are said to be parallel if the directions associated to
them are equal or opposite� Note that this implies that there exists a constant k � R n f�g such
that �i� xi � kyi�

Given two vectors � and x of Rn� with � � ���� � � � � �n��� and x � �x�� � � � � xn��� �� �� the
set

r � f� � tx� t � Rg

is called the straight line passing through � in the direction ux� Given any two distinct points
x�y � Rn� the straight line passing through them is the set rxy � fx� t�y � x�� t � Rg� If the
parameter t is restricted to varying in the real interval ��� 	�� then rxy contains only the points
of the straight line segment joining x and y�

Given � and v �� � in Rn� the hyperplane passing through � and orthogonal to v is the set

H � fx � Rn � hx� ��vi � �g� �	�

The unit vector uv associated with v is called the normal of the hyperplane H� A hyperplane
H is uniquely determined by assigning the direction uv of its normal and a point � of the space�
Note that a hyperplane in the n�dimensional space can also be de�ned as the locus of points
x � �x�� � � � � xn��� satisfying the linear equation

c�x� � � � � � cn��xn�� � c � ���

where� of course� not all the coe�cients ci � R are simultaneously zero� The two de�nitions
proposed above are equivalent� consider the equation hx���vi � �� This means that �x�����v��
� � ���xn����n���vn�� � �� where the xi are variables� Thus we have v�x�� � � ��vn��xn�� � c�
where c � h��vi� Conversely� suppose that the vector � � ���� � � � � �n��� satis�es Equation ��
Let v � �c�� � � � � cn���� Since not all the ci are zero� v �� �� Let x � �x�� � � � � xn��� be a vector
satisfying Equation �� It is trivial to show that x also satis�es the equation hx� ��vi � ��

All hyperplanes in Rn are isomorphic to Rn��� Note that in R� a hyperplane is a plane� and
in R� it is a straight line� Two hyperplanes H and H � are said to be parallel if their normals
are parallel� Two parallel hyperplanes have no points in common�

The set of points x � �x�� � � � � xn��� of R
n the coordinates of which satisfy the inequality

c�x� � � � �� cn��xn�� � c is called a semispace in the n�dimensional space� its border set is the
hyperplane c�x� � � � � � cn��xn�� � c� A hyperplane subdivides the n�dimensional space into
two semispaces�

Let v � v�� � � � � vn�� be a point ofR
n� and let H be the hyperplane c�x��� � ��cn��xn���c �

�� The real number H�v� �
Pn��

i�� civi is called the evaluation of the hyperplane H in v� Let v
and w be two points of Rn which do not belong to H� From the de�nition of the evaluation of
a hyperplane in a point� the following trivial remark can be deduced�






Remark ��� If H�v� � � and H�w� � �	 the segment joining v and w does not intersect the

hyperplane H	 and v and w belong to the same semispace de�ned by H in Rn�

Consider the two distinct hyperplanes H�� of equation h���x� � � � � � h��n��xn�� � c� � ��
and H�� of equation h���x�� � � ��h��n��xn��� c� � �� If there exist two non�zero real numbers
� and � such that for all values of the variables xi we have

��h���x� � � � �� h��n��xn�� � c�� � ��h���x� � � � �� h��n��xn�� � c�� � � �

H� and H� are said to be linearly dependent� otherwise they are said to be linearly independent�
Let H� and H� be two linearly independent hyperplanes� The hyperplanes of equation

��h���x� � � � � � h��n��xn�� � c�� � ��h���x� � � � �� h��n��xn�� � c�� � �

are said to be the linear combinations of H� and H��
Consider n distinct hyperplanes H�� � � � �Hn��� and let ci�x�� � � �� cinxn be the equation of

Hi� The intersection
n�
i��

Hi

is called a 
at or a�ne set of Rn�

Remark ��� Let H� � c��x� � � � � � c�nxn � � and H� � c��x� � � � � � c�nxn � � be two non�

parallel and linearly independent hyperplanes in the n�dimensional space� The set H� 	 H� is

isomorphic to a hyperplane in the �n� 	��dimensional space�

Proof� Since the hyperplanes are not parallel they must have at least one point in common�
The coordinates of such a point must satisfy the system of equations�

c��x� � � � � � c�nxn � c�
c��x� � � � � � c�nxn � c� �

Let c�m be the �rst of the c�i �� �� Solving the �rst equation of the linear system with respect
to xm and substituting in the second one yelds a linear equation in �n � 	� variables� which
represents a hyperplane in the �n � 	��dimensional space� H� 	 H� is thus isomorphic to this
hyperplane�

Similarly� let
H� � c��x� � � � �� c�nxn � c�
���

���
���

���
Hk � ck�x� � � � �� cknxn � ck

be k � 	 linearly independent hyperplanes in the n�dimensional space� By de�nition the set
F � H�	� � �	Hk is a �at in the �n�	��dimensional space� its points are the points �x�� � � � � xn���
satisfying the system ���

��
c��x� � � � �� c�nxn � c�
���

��� �
���

ck�x� � � � �� cknxn � ck �

���





If the hyperplanes are not parallel nor linearly dependent� then the system above can be solved
with respect to k variables� and the results can be substituted in the remaining equations leading
to one linear equation in n� k variables� The locus of points in question is therefore isomorphic
to the �n� k��dimensional space� If even only two of the hyperplanes are parallel� then system
��� has no solution� and the intersection �at is the empty set�

A �at included in the n�dimensional space and isomorophic to the k�dimensional space
�� � k 	 n� will be called a k�dimensional �at� A �at isomorphic to R� will be called a plane�

Note that all linear combinations of two linearly independent hyperplanes H� and H� share
the �n� ���dimensional hyperplane H� 	H�� Thus if three hyperplanes are linearly dependent�
their intersection is still an �n� ���dimensional hyperplane�

Finally� let us introduce curves� surfaces in Rn� polygons and hyperpolygons� A curve 
 in
the n�dimensional space is a continuous function


 � ��� 	� 
 R �� Rn �

For example� straight lines and segments are curves in the n�dimensional space� Note that any
curve 
 can always be seen as a subset of Rn��� A surface in the n�dimensional space is a
continuous function

f � ��� 	� � ��� 	� 
 R� �� Rn �

Planes are surfaces in the n�dimensional space� �nite subsets of planes delimited by a �nite
number of straight lines are called polygons� The de�nition of a hyperpolygon has to be introduced
recursively� A 	�dimensional hyperpolygon is a segment� A ��dimensional hyperpolygon is a
polygon� A k�dimensional hyperpolygon is a portion of the k�dimensional space the borders of
which are a �nite number of �k � 	��dimensional hyperpolygons�

The building blocks presented in this section provide the de�nitions for the basic geometric
entities that we shall use in this paper� In order to be able to introduce n�dimensional raster
geometry� the de�nition of the underlying raster space has to be provided� The next section will
de�ne the discrete geometric structures onto which the real continuous world will be mapped�

� Simple properties of n�dimensional lattices

In this section we present the regular subspace of Rn that will be used to de�ne rasterization�
The notation used here is based on the notation used in �	� 
	��

Let R be the set of real numbers� and let v��v�� � � � �vn�� be n linearly independent vectors
of Rn� The set of all linear combinations of these vectors with integer coe�cients� i�e� the set

� � ��v��v�� � � � �vn��� �

fv � n�v� � n�v� � � � �� nn��vn�� j ni � Z � �i � �� � � � � n� 	�g

is called a lattice in Rn� and the vectors vi are called lattice generators or basis vectors of ��
Given a lattice �� each of its points can be uniquely identi�ed by the ordered n�uple of integer
coordinates �n�� n�� � � � � nn���� Such coordinates are called lattice coordinates of the point� Note
that all lattices include the origin� Whenever the circumstances will allow us to do so� and no
confusion can be generated� we shall indicate the points of a lattice with their n�tuple�
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The most common lattice example is Zn� the basis vectors of which are the unit vectors ofRn

and which we shall call the hypercubic lattice� Other interesting lattices are the hyperrectangular
lattice� the generators of which are the vectors v��v�� � � � �vn��� where all the components of
vi are equal to zero except the i�th component� Notice that di�erent sets of generators may
generate the same lattice� For example� in R�� ���	� ��� ��� 	�� � ���	� ��� �	� 	���

For the purpose of n�dimensional raster device modeling� we shall restrict the discrete sets
under consideration to n�dimensional lattices� since they are su�cient for our modeling purpose�
as we shall see later on� in section � Because of the importance of lattices� the rest of the current
section will be dedicated to the analysis of the correlation between generators and generated
lattices�

Let �v � ��v��v�� � � � �vn��� and �w � ��w��w�� � � � �wn���� The following lemma is true�

Lemma ��� �w  �v �� �i	 wi � ��v��v�� � � � �vn��� �

Proof� �� Since �w is included in �v � all of its points are expressible as linear combinations
with integer coe�cients of the generators of �v� thus the thesis is true�

�� The hypothesis implies that �i� wi � ��v��v�� � � � �vn���� Thus wi � ni��v� � � � � �
ni�n��vn�� �

Pn��
j�� ni�jvj �

Let w � �w� This means that there exist m�� � � � �mn�� � Z such that w � m�w� � � � � �
mn��wn�� �

Pn��
i�� miwi� Substituting for the wi and grouping similar terms leads to

w �
n��X
i��

mi�
n��X
j��

ni�jvj� �
n��X
j��

n��X
i��

mini�jvj �

and thus w � �v� Since this is valid �w � �w� �w  �v�

Let �w  �v� Thus

w� � n���v� � n���v� � � � � � n��n��vn��
w� � n���v� � n���v� � � � � � n��n��vn��
���

���
���

� � �
���

wn�� � nn����v� � nn����v� � � � � � nn���n��vn�� �

�
�

where ni�j � Z for all i� j� Equation 
 can be rewritten in a more concise form by putting
W � �w��w�� � � � �wn��� and V � �v��v�� � � � �vn���� and by using matrix notation

�� This
leads to

W � NV �

where of course N � �ni�j�
n��
i�j��� Let Ni�j be the cofactor of the term ni�j� i�e� the �n�	�� �n�	�

matrix formed by deleting row i and column j from the matrix N � and let CN be the matrix
formed by the determinants of the cofactors of the elements of N � i�e� let

CN � �ci�j � �
h
��	�i�j det�Ni�j�

i
i�j�������n��

� ��

Note that if the elements of N are integers� the elements of CN are also integers� since the
determinant of a matrix is obtained by performing only multiplications and additions� The
following theorem holds�

�Note that here the components of W and V are n�dimensional vectors
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Theorem ��� �w � �v �� the elements of CN are divisible by det�N��

Proof� The hypothesis det�N� �� � is not necessary� because both the vi and the wi are
linearly independent� thus N must be non�singular� Since by hypothesis �w  �v� we already
know that �N such thatW � NV�

�� This is straightforward� since �w � �v i ��w  �v� � ��w � �v�� But this means that

W � NV

V � MW

for some n � n integer matrices N and M � Thus� M � N��� But then the elements of N��

are integers� Linear algebra references� such as ����� show that the elements n�i�j of N
�� are the

elements of the transposed matrix CT
N of the matrix CN divided by the determinant of N� i�e�

n�i�j �
cj�i

det�N�
�i� j � �� � � � � n� 	� � ���

Since the n�i�j are integers� each ci�j must be divisible by det�N��
�� To prove that �w � �v� we must prove that �w � �v� which by Lemma ��	 is equivalent

to prove that �j� vj � ��w�� � � � �wn���� By hypothesis� the elements of CN are divisible by
det�N�� thus the elements of N�� are integers� Also by hypothesis� �w  �v� which means that
there exists an integer matrix N such that

W � NV � ���

We also know that N�� exists and that its elements are integers� Multiplying � on the left by
N��� we obtain

V � N��W � ���

This means that all the generators of �v are linear combinations with integer coe�cients of the
generators of �w� and that therefore �w � �v�

Corollary ��� Let � � ��v��v�� � � � �vn���	 let wj � vj �j �� i	 and let

wi � vi �
X
j ��i

cjvj �

where cj � Z �j� Then
��v�� � � � �vn��� � ��w�� � � � �wn���

Proof� Since the wi are linear combinations of the vi� we already know that �w  �v� From
Theorem ��	 we know that the thesis is true if and only if V � MW for some integer matrix

�



M � The de�nition of the wj says that

w� � v�
w� � v�
���

���
wi�� � vi��
wi �

Pi��
j�� cjvj � vi �

Pn��
j�i�� cjvj

wi�� � vi��
���

���
wn�� � vn�� �

���

This means that
W � NV � �	��

where

N �

�
														


	 � � � � � � � � � � �
� 	 � � � � � � � � � �
���

���
� � �

���
���
���

� � �
���

� � � � � 	 � � � � � �
c� c� � � � ci�� 	 ci�� � � � cn��
� � � � � � � 	 � � � �
���

���
� � �

���
���
���

� � �
���

� � � � � � � � � � � 	

�
��������������

� �		�

and the row of N containing the cj coe�cients is the i�th row� Multiplying the left hand side of
equation 	� by N��� we obtain

N��W � V � �	��

Consider N��� The determinant of the matrix N is equal to the determinant of the matrix
obtained from N by multiplying one of its rows by any real coe�cient and by subtracting the
resulting row from any other row of the matrix ����� If in N we subtract from the i�th line of c�
times the �rst row� c� times the second row and so on �excluding the i�th row�� we obtain the
unit matrix� the determinant of which is 	� But then N�� is an integer matrix� since its terms
can be computed through Equation � and the denominator in their expression equals 	� All
vj can therefore be expressed as linear combinations with integer coe�cients of the wi� and are
therefore elements of �w� The thesis is therefore true�

Note that the lattices generated also coincide if the wi are de�ned as follows

wi �
i��X
j��

cjvj � vi � �	��

since again the determinant of the matrix N equals one�
The theorems introduced above point out that more than one set of generators can generate

the same lattice� For instance� in the example in Figure 	� corollary ��	 guarantees that if v� is
chosen as �rst lattice generator� then the pairs �v�� v��� �v�� v

�
�� and �v�� v

��
� � generate the same

�
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�
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�

v
�
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�

����	

r

Figure 	� Equivalent two�dimensional lattices�

points but with di�erent lattice coordinates� In fact� the points of the form cv� � v� �where
c � Z� belong always to the straight line r of Figure 	� Note also that the lattice generated by
�w�� � � � �wn��� is also generated by ����

i�w�� � � � � ���
in��wn���� i�e� by any combination of the

opposite vectors to the wi� Moreover� by introducing the following equivalence relation among
n�uples of lattice generators

�v�� � � � �vn��� �� �w�� � � � �wn���
m

��v�� � � � �vn��� � ��w�� � � � �wn���
�	
�

the set of all possible lattice bases can be partitioned into equivalence classes�� each of which is
formed by all bases that generate a certain lattice�

Finally� note that between two di�erent lattices �v and �w� there exists always an a�ne
transform that transforms lattice generators into lattice generators� Such transformations pre�
serve hyperplanes� straight lines and midpoints�

In the next paragraph we shall introduce the Voronoi tessellation of the n�dimensional space
associated with a lattice� Voronoi tessellations will allow us to introduce the concept of neigh�
bourhood� on which the de�nitions of curves and surface will be based�

� Neighbourhood relations for n�dimensional lattices

The de�nition introduced in the previous section de�nes a lattice � as a discrete subset of Rn�
the elements of which are embedded regularly in the n�dimensional space� In discrete structures

�The relation de�ned above is an equivalence relation� since it is trivially re�exive� symmetric and transitive
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Figure �� A two�dimensional lattice and the Voronoi sets associated to it�

such as lattices� neighbourhoods are the �rst structure introduced� and are used to de�ne directly
basic concepts such as distance and connectivity� which in turn are used for the de�nition of
curves�

In the early days of Computer Graphics� Rosenfeld de�ned neighbourhoods in planar rectan�
gular lattices ����� Later� topological properties such as connectedness were studied for di�erent
lattice con�gurations in the plane ���� 	��� A �rst attempt to introduce a discrete geometry
for graphics purposes was also carried out by Luby ����� However� to date� researchers have
not yet agreed upon the de�nition of neighbourhood or the notation to use� not even in the
two�dimensional case�

Recently� Eker �	�� proposed a more comprehensive de�nition of neighbourhood in the n�
dimensional space� Unfortunately� his de�nition of l�connectedness leads to a di�erent notation
than the one used classically� for example in ��
� �
� 	��� both in the two� and in the three�
dimensional cases� We propose here a new notation that agrees with the common de�nition of
neighbourhood in two and three dimensional spaces�

A good place to start from in order to introduce a clean notation for neighbourhoods is the
Voronoi tessellation of the space de�ned by the lattice �� Let � be a lattice inRn� and let � � ��
The Voronoi set associated with a point � � � is the set V� of all points of R

n that are strictly
closer to � than to any other point of the lattice� Figure � shows the points of a two�dimensional
lattice and the Voronoi sets associated to them� Note that by de�nition each Voronoi set does
not include its borders� and is therefore an open set in the Euclidean topology of Rn� Thus the
union of the Voronoi sets associated to all points of a lattice � does not cover entirely Rn� If
each Voronoi set V� is closed with its border points to obtain a new set V �� the union of the

		



resulting sets covers the n�dimensional space� The set V � will be called hereafter the closed

Voronoi set associated to the point �� In each of the equivalence classes de�ned by 	
� from
now onwards we shall consider only those n�uples of generators such that V ����������� 	 V �����������

is non�empty�
Due to the fact that if two di�erent n�uples generate the same lattice they also generate the

same Voronoi sets associated with the lattice� this excludes from consideration lattices whose
generators can be expressed as the vectors wi in Equations � and 	�� In fact� from the point of
view of neighbourhoods such lattices di�er only in the notation used but not in their intrinsic
topology��

Note that the Voronoi sets associated with a discrete subset A of Rn are enumerable inter�
sections of n�dimensional semispaces� since for each a� b � Rn� the set of points that lie closer to
a than to b is the semispace �ab that includes a and that is delimited by the �n� 	��dimensional
hyperplane of the points equidistant from a and b� If the discrete subset A is a lattice� then the
number of intersections is �nite� In fact� consider the lattice point � � n�v� � � � � � nn��vn���
using the triangle inequality it is easy to prove that the only points that have to be con�
sidered for de�ning the Voronoi set associated with it are the points �� �� � of the form
�� � m�v� � � � � �mn��vn��� where mi can be either ni � 	� ni� or ni � 	� and the number of
such points is �nite� Moreover� since only a �nite number of �n � 	��dimensional hyperplanes
delimit the Voronoi sets associated to a lattice �� the borders of such Voronoi sets are the union
of a �nite number of �n� 	��dimensional hyperpolygons�

Note also that the Voronoi set associated with any point � � � is the Voronoi set associated
with the origin translated by �� In symbols� consider v � Rn� and a subset A 
 Rn� if A � v

denotes the translated set of the set A through the vector v� i�e� the set A�v � fw � Rn jw �
a� v� a � Ag� we have	 that V� � VO � ��

The closures of the Voronoi sets associated with a lattice tessellate the n�dimensional space�
A tessellation of the n�dimensional space is the generalization of a tiling in a two�dimensional
space ��� 	��� More precisely� a tessellation in the n�dimensional space consists of a connected
compact subset A 
 Rn and a subgroup G of the group of orientation preserving isometries
of Rn� such that the interior  A of A is non�empty and such that the following conditions are
satis�ed�

�
S
g�G g�A� � Rn�

� If g� h � G� g�A� � h�A� whenever g� A� 	 h� A� �� ��

Simply put� the �rst condition requires the isometric copies of A to cover Rn� while the second
one guarantees that the interiors of the copies of A never overlap� The group G is called a
crystallographic group�

Consider a lattice point �� and let V � be the closed Voronoi set associated with it� Consider
the closed Voronoi sets V �� � � � � � V �m such that their intersection with V � is non�empty� The
points ��� � � � � �m will be called neighbour candidates of �� The relation of neighbourhood in �
will be based upon the type of intersection that exists among the sets V � and V �i �

�Of course at least one coe�cient ci has to be non�zero�
�This can be trivially proved by checking that all points of V� � � are in VO and vice versa
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In general� since the points �i � �mi�� � � � �mi�n��� �where �i� j� mij � fnj � 	� nj� nj � 	g�
are the only possible neighbour candidates for the point � � �n�� � � � � nn���� the number of
neighbour candidates of a point of a lattice is smaller than or equal to the number of dispositions
of three objects �i�e� nj � 	� nj � nj � 	� in n positions� which is �n� minus the disposition
corresponding to the point � itself� Thus� the number N
 of neighbours of any point of a lattice
��v�� � � � � vn��� 
 Rn will be such that

N
 � �
n � 	 �

The actual number of neighbour candidates of a lattice point depends on the angles formed
by the lattice generators� It is di�cult and would be beyond the scope of this paper to give an
exact count of the number of neighbours of the origin� We will provide here only the equations
for the possible borders of the Voronoi set associated with the origin� Since the Voronoi sets
corresponding to the points of a lattice are invariant by translation� it is only necessary to give
the equations of the Voronoi set associated to the origin�

Let vi � �vi��� � � � � vi�n��� �i � �� � � � � n � 	� be n linearly independent vectors of Rn� let
O be the origin� and consider the lattice � � ��v�� � � � � vn���� Let V� denote the Voronoi set
associated with the lattice point �� Let H� � Hb������bn�� � with bi � f�� 	g� be the hyperplane of
the points equidistant from the origin and from the lattice point v� � b�v� � � � � � bn��vn���
i�e� the hyperplane passing through the point �

��b�v� � � � � � bn��vn��� and perpendicular to
the straight line joining the origin and b�v� � � � � � bn��vn��� Since this notation is quite
complicated� whenever more convenient� the hyperplane of the points equidistant from O and
vi will be denoted Hi� while the hyperplane of the points equidistant from O and vi � vj will
be denoted Hi�j and the hyperplane of the points equidistant from O and v� � � � � � vk�� will
be denoted H������k��� Note that Hi is the H� such that bi � 	 and bj � � for i �� j�

Let �i�j be the angle
� formed by the vectors vi and vj �

The hyperplanes H� de�ne the semispaces the intersection of which is the Voronoi set asso�
ciated with the origin� Let us write the equation of such a hyperplane� since the points of the
straight line joining the origin and the point b�v��� � ��bn��vn�� are the points y � y�� � � � � yn��
such that

yi � �b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�t �	�

where i � �� � � � � n� 	 and t is a real number� we have that the equation of H� is of the form

n��X
i��

��b�v��i � � � � � bn��vn���i�xi � pi� � � � �	��

Substituting in this equation the coordinates of the point �
� �b�v��i�� � ��bn��vn���i�� remembering

the principle of identity for polynomials� and solving with respect to pi� we obtain the values of
the pi� Substituting these values into Equation 	� we obtain the equation of H��

n��X
i��

�
�b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�xi �

	

�
�b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�

�
�
� � �	��

�According to the standard notation� angles are considered to be oriented anticlockwise�

	�



Starting from this equation� it is trivial to prove that Hi� Hij and H����k�� are the loci of points
respectively satisfying the equations

n��X
k��

vi�kxk �
n��X
k��

�vi�k�
�

�
� � �	��

n��X
k��

�vi�k � vj�k�xk �
n��X
k��

�vi�k � vj�k�
�

�
� � �	��

n��X
i��

�
�v��i � � � � � vk���i�xi �

�v��i � � � �� vk���i�
�

�

�
� � � ����

Let us focus on the last term in Equation 	�� We have

	

�

n��X
i��

�b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�
� �

	

�

n��X
i��

�

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i � �

n��X
l��

blvl�i

l��X
j��

bjvj�i

�
 �

	

�

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
i��

n��X
l��

blvl�i

l��X
j��

bjvj�i �

	

�

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
l��

n��X
i��

blvl�i

l��X
j��

bjvj�i �
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n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
l��

n��X
i��

l��X
j��

blbjvl�ivj�i �

	

�

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
l��

l��X
j��

�
n��X
i��

blbjvl�ivj�i

�
� ��	�

and thus we have that H� is the plane of equation

n��X
i��

�b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�xi�

	

�

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
l��

l��X
j��

�
n��X
i��

blbjvl�ivj�i

�
� � � ����

Let us rewrite the sum
n��X
i��

blbjvl�ivj�i � blbj

n��X
i��

vl�ivj�i� ����

Note that if bl or bj are zero� i�e� if vl or vj do not contribute to the point v� � then the sum is
zero� Note also that the sum in the right hand expression is the inner product of the vectors vl

	




and vj � We can therefore rewrite the equation of H� as

n��X
i��

�b�v��i � � � �� bn��vn���i�xi�

	

�

n��X
i��

i��X
j��

bjv
�
j�i �

n��X
l��

l��X
j��

blbjkvlkkvjk cos�l�j � � � ��
�

where �l�j is the angle formed by the vectors vl and vj�
Equation �
 is very important� since it expresses the equation of all the potential borders

of the Voronoi set associated with the origin� The �rst two terms of the left hand side of the
equation are the sum of the left hand terms of the equations of Hi� i � �� � � � � n �cfr� of Equation
	��� This implies that given a point y � Rn and the hyperplane H�� the evaluation of H� in y
is equal to

H��y� �
n��X
i��

biHi�y� �
n��X
l��

l��X
j��

blbjkvlkkvjk cos�l�j ���

Note that Expression � contains only evaluations of hyperplanes perpendicular to the lattice
generators� and that the last sum contains only the planar angles formed by pairs of lattice
generators�

The next theorem introduces a necessary condition for two points to be neighbour candidates�

Theorem ��� Consider the point v�	 and consider the sum

S �
n��X
l��

l��X
j��

blbjkvlkkvjk cos�l�j� ����

If S � �	 then v� cannot be a neighbour candidate of the origin�

Proof� Consider the origin O� From Equation 	� we have that

Hi�O� � �
n��X
k��

�vi�k�
�

�
����

and this expression is always negative� Obviously� the hyperplanesHi contribute to the de�nition
of VO� since the vectors vi are possible neighbours of the origin� If it is possible to prove that
for all points y � �y�� � � � � yn� � H� there is at least one Hi such that Hi�y� � �� then none of
the points of H� lies on the border of VO� and consequently v� is not a neighbour candidate of
the origin O�

Consider therefore a point y � H�� Clearly� H��y� � �� and thus we have that

n��X
i��

biHi�y� �
n��X
l��

l��X
j��

blbjkvlkkvjk cos�l�j ����

or� more simply put�
n��X
i��

biHi�y� � S � ����

	



Since by the hypothesis S � �� and since Equation �� must hold� and since all the bi
coe�cients are positive or null� there must be at least one Hj such that Hj�y� � �� The point
y therefore does not lie in the semispace de�ned by Hj that includes the origin� and therefore
cannot belong to the border of V�� since V� is de�ned as the intersection of the semispaces de�ned
by the hyperplanes of type H�� and containing the origin� Since this fact is true for all y � H��
H� lies outside the boundaries of the Voronoi set associated with the origin� and therefore v� is
not a neighbour candidate of the origin�

In the most common cases� the theory of n�dimensional rasterization has to be applied to
lattices generated by orthogonal vectors� In this case it is therefore sensible to give some more
detail on the characteristics of the borders of the Voronoi sets�

Theorem ��� Suppose that the lattice generators vi� � � � � � vik�� �with ij �� im for j �� m� are

orthogonal� Then the closures of the Voronoi sets associated with the origin and with the point

vi� � � � � � vik�� have at most a subset of the �n� k��dimensional space in common�

Proof� By the axiom of choice� we can always suppose that the orthogonal vectors are the
vectors v�� � � � �vk���

Note that from the de�nition of the hyperplanes Hi� their evaluation in the origin O of the
n�dimensional space is such that �i�

Hi�O� 	 � ����

Consider the hyperplane H�� where this time bi � 	 �i 	 k and bi � � �i � k� Also here
H� is de�ned by Equation ��� Since the vectors v�� � � � �vk�� are mutually orthogonal� the inner
product

Pn��
i�� vl�ivm�i � � for all l�m 	 k �l �� m�� and therefore the equation of H� becomes

n��X
i��

�v��i � � � � � vk���i�xi �
	

�

n��X
i��

k��X
j��

v�j�i � � � ��	�

Remembering the de�nitions of Hi� we have that for a point y � H��

H��y� � H��y� � � � ��Hk���y� � � � ����

There are two cases possible� if for all possible i �i � �� � � � � k � 	�� Hi�y� � �� then y � Hi for
all i� and thus y �

Tk
i��Hi�

If instead there is at least one Hi�y� �� �� by the axiom of choice we can always suppose that
the hyperplane in question is H�� If H��y� � �� then the origin O and the point y lie in di�erent
semispaces with respect to the hyperplane H�� and since the hyperplane Hi contributes to the
de�nition of the Voronoi set associated with the origin� then y does not belong to the border of
VO� If instead H��y� 	 �� then equation �� implies that the sum H��y� � � � � �Hk���y� � ��
and thus that there is at least one Hi such that Hi�y� � �� Therefore� in this case also� y does
not belong to the border of VO�

A point y � H� thus is either external to the Voronoi set associated with the origin or belongs
to all Hi� The hyperplane H� does not therefore contribute to the border of VO other than the
points of

Tk
i��Hi� and since this is the intersection of k linearly independent hyperplanes� it is an

�n� k��dimensional �at� VO and V� can at most share this �at� and this �at is not empty� since

	�



it contains at least the point �
�v� � and since the hyperplanes Hi are perpendicular to linearly

independent vectors�
Even if some of the lattice generators are orthogonal� little more can be said about the

number of neighbour candidates of a lattice point� If instead all lattice generators are orthogonal�
then the theorem above proves indirectly that all points v � m�v� � � � � �mn��vn�� �where
mi � f�	� �� 	g� are neighbour candidates of the origin� since it proves that all the Voronoi sets
V� � i�e� the points v having positive or null mi coe�cients� share a �at with VO� and since some
simple reasoning on the symmetries involved proves an analogous result for the vectors v having
negative mi coe�cients�

We are now ready to introduce the concept of l�neighbourhood in n�dimensional space�

De�nition ��� Two lattice points � and �� are said to be l�neighbours if the closures of the
corresponding Voronoi sets V� and V�� share an �n� l��dimensional hyperface�

De�nition ��� The l�neighbourhood of a lattice point � is the set of lattice points which are

l�neighbours to it�

De�nition ��� Two lattice points � and �� are said to be l��neighbours if the closures of the

corresponding Voronoi sets V� and V�� share an �n� k��dimensional hyperface �where k � l��

De�nition ��� The l��neighbourhood of a lattice point � is the set of lattice points which are

l��neighbours to it�

Figure � illustrates the concept of l�neighbours for three�dimensional hypercubic lattices�
Three mirrors have been placed behind and underneath the subject to help the viewing of the
hidden faces� In hypercubic lattices� Voronoi sets are hypercubes centered in the lattice points�
The reference lattice point � is the point the Voronoi set of which is the front bottom left voxel�
i�e� the voxel with no striping� Equal thickness of the striping of the Voronoi set surface indicates
that the corresponding lattice points are l�neighbours of the reference point� Thicker striping
indicates smaller values of l� Obviously� l��neighbours are all the points corresponding to the
voxels having thinner or equal striping to the l�neighbours of ��

The number of l� neighbours of a lattice point is easily computed when the lattice generators
are all mutually orthogonal� In fact� the following theorems hold�

Theorem ��� Let � be the lattice of Rn formed by n mutually orthogonal vectors� The number

N of l�neighbours of a lattice point � is

N � �l
�
n

l

�
����

Proof� Since the Voronoi sets associated with a lattice � are invariant by translation� the
theorem will be proved for the neighbourhood of the origin�

All l�neighbours of the origin have all their lattice coordinates equal to ��	 or �	� The
l�neighbours of the origin are the lattice points having all but l coordinates equal to �� and the
remaining coordinates equal to either 	 or �	� Thus their number equals the number of distinct
ordered n�uples from an alphabet of two signs �the coordinate equals zero or it doesn�t� having
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Figure �� Neighbour candidates for the origin in a three�dimensional rectangular lattice in the
positive directions of the three axes�

l coordinates of one type �the coordinate is not zero�� i�e�
�n
l

�
� multiplied by the number of

possible dispositions of 	 and �	 over l positions� i�e� �l�
Given the de�nition of l��neighbours� the proof of the following theorem is trivial�

Theorem ��� The number N� of l��neighbours of a lattice point � is

N� �
lX

i��

�i
�
n

i

�
��
�

Despite the more complicated de�nition� in general in the literature l��neighbourhoods are
considered ��
� 	�� �
�� and only Eker �	�� in his thesis uses l�neighbourhoods�� In this paper
we shall adhere to the classic notation�

The introduction of neighbourhoods in lattices allows the de�nition of arc and curve in an
n�dimensional lattice� In order to do this� it is worthwhile to remember that a lattice onto which
a neighbourhood relation has been de�ned can also be seen as an in�nite graph h�� Ei embedded
in Rn� the nodes of which are the lattice points and the edges of which link neighbouring lattice
points� Arcs can then be introduced on an n�dimensional lattice with the same procedure used
on in�nite graphs� given two lattice points A and B� an l��arc from A to B is a �nite sequence
of lattice elements P�� P�� � � � � Pn such that �i� Pi and Pi�� are l��neighbours and such that
P� � A and Pn � B ��
�� The points A and B are called endpoints of the arc� Note how this
de�nition corresponds to the de�nition of the path between two nodes of a graph� An arc is
said to be closed if the two endpoints coincide� An l��curve is an in�nite arc� i�e� a sequence of
lattice points fPig

��
i��� such that Pi and Pi�� are l��neighbours �i�

�In the classical literature� l��neighbourhoods are denoted after the number of neighbours of a lattice point�
N�� Brevity considerations 	the number of neighbours can be very big in n�dimensional spaces
 suggested using
l��neighbourhoods instead�
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It is useful to remark here that 	�connected arcs are such that in the sequence of neighbours
building the path each element shares with the next all lattice coordinates except one� Such a
path is often said to be built by steps along the directions of the lattice generators� Note also
how an l��connected arc can be seen as being built from a 	�connected arc by grouping together
up to l steps in the directions of di�erent generators into one single multi�dimensional diagonal
step� called hop�

Now that l��arcs and l��curves have been de�ned directly on n�dimensional lattices� we
are ready to introduce the operation of rasterization� which is the mechanism that governs
the transformation of continuous subsets of the n�dimensional real space into subsets of n�
dimensional discrete lattices�

� Rasterization in n�dimensional space

Discrete lattices can be used to model the output space of most common raster devices� By raster
device we understand here a device which can represent a set of discrete values i�� i�� � � � � im on
a discrete subset L of the n�dimensional real space� In symbols� a raster device A is a device
that can represent a discrete�valued function

D � L �� I� � I� � � � � Im �

where I�� I�� � � � Im are discrete �usually �nite� subsets of the real numbers� Typical examples of
raster devices in two�dimensional space are traditional Computer Graphics square�based output
devices� such as raster screens and dot�matrix� inkjet or laser printers� the domain of which
�L� is usually a rectangular subset of Z� and the codomain of which is the set f�� 	g for black
and white raster screens and printers� the set RGB � f�� � � � � �g �f�� � � � � �g � f�� � � � � �g
for �
 bit display devices� or a set of colours c�� � � � � cN

� for colour lookup table �CLUT�
devices� Examples of three�dimensional raster devices are medical imaging devices� such as
MRI �Magnetic Resonance Imaging� and CT �Computerized Tomography� TAC� devices� which
have Z� as a domain� and for imaging purposes RGB as a codomain� while there are also four�
dimensional devices such as PET �Positron Emitting Tomography� scanners� which scan the
variations of three�dimensional data in time� and thus data in four dimensions�

The use of a uni�ed model for raster devices allows to utilize the same notation both for
raster input devices� such as scanners� and for raster output devices� such as printers and raster
screens� In particular� the operation of scanning� i�e� of sampling a continuous signal through
a raster device into a discrete dataset for its elaboration through a computer� looks similar� in
principle� to the operation of rasterizing� i�e� of discretizing the representation of data through
continuous curves� polygons� and all the components of a geometric model� into a discrete set
of data representable on a raster output device� In both cases� due to the discrete nature of the
device� the sampling process can only be done at �xed frequencies� thus causing a noticeable
loss of detail as well as aliasing problems� The similarities in the two sampling processes end
here� though� Scanning devices are limited by their resolution� and data can be sampled only at

�The range of which� of course� depends on the resolution of the device�
	Here each colour ci is a triplet of integers in the set of all possible colours representable by the device� which�

in general� is a set of type f�� � � � � N�g � f�� � � � � N�g � f�� � � � � N�g�
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�xed frequencies� The resolution limits of the device cannot be overcome without an increase of
the sampling resolution� i�e� without buying a higher resolution device� or through new devices
that place the sampling sets more e�ciently� as has been proposed recently ���� 	� 
��� Raster
output devices� instead� permit a di�erent approach� since the continuous model that has to be
sampled is readily available in the computer� The sampling frequency of the model can thus be
increased at will �super�sampling� and sampling errors can be averaged� or partially corrected�
before display on the physical device� The study of such techniques� called anti�aliasing� is well�
advanced in Computer Graphics� and wide literature is available on the subject �	��� However�
such techniques are in general very expensive� and do not address the core problems caused by
the rasterization process� As many authors have pointed out ��� 	�� ��� 	��� there is a real
lack of study on the mathematical foundations of rasterization� and the notation used is either
derived from the theory of sampling� and thus is too heavy� or is too incomplete for productive
use� In this section we will focus on the introduction of a notation for n�dimensional lattices�

The operation of sampling a continuous m�dimensional signal

f � Rn �� Rm

to obtain an m�dimensional discrete signal of a discrete variable

D � L �� I� � I� � � � � Im

which can be output on a raster display device is called discretization of the signal f �
A discretization function  therefore associates with a function f which has to be discretized

its discretization D� i�e�

 � F �� D �

where F � ff � Rn �� Rmg and D � fD � L �� I� � � � �� Img� From the above de�nitions it
can be observed that discretization is� in fact� a particular sampling process in the n�dimensional
space that can be characterized by the fact that also the output set I � I� � I� � � � � Im is also
discrete�

In general� for Computer Graphics purposes� both L and I are subsets respectively of Rn and
Rm� and the discretization is done so that some visually important characteristics of the function
f are preserved� In particular� discretization is performed in such a way that the embedding of
�f� in F is an �acceptable� approximation of f � The criteria for the de�nition of acceptable
vary widely� and depend mainly on the function  used�

Some rasterization schemes can be directly derived as the n�dimensional extension of existing
rasterization schemes for two�dimensional rasterizations� Let � � ��v�� � � � �vn��� be an n�
dimensional lattice� consider the Voronoi set associated with the origin VO� Consider a simply
connected set K� such that K�  VO� The set K� is called the basic domain of the rasterization

scheme� Let � � �� and let K���� be the translated set of K� through the vector �� in other
words� let K���� � fy � Rn � y � �� x�where x � K�g� The rasterization of a point and of a
set can be de�ned in the following way�
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De�nition 	�� Let v � Rn� The rasterization DigK�
�v� of v is de�ned by the following relation

DigK�
�v� �

���
��

f�g i �� � �� � �v � K�����

� otherwise�

���

De�nition 	�� Let A  Rn� The rasterization of A is the set

DigK�
�A� �

�
x�A

DigK�
�x� � ����

The rasterization function introduced by these de�nitions is called nearest neighbour ras�
terization� Although it is de�ned exactly in the same way as two�dimensional rasterization is�
the operation of rasterizing in n�dimensional space is� of course� more complicated� and requires
particular care in the choice of the set K�� If K� � VO� then the rasterization function is called
cellular rasterization� The major drawback of cellular rasterization is the fact that in the case of
n orthogonal lattice generators� whenever a curve has to be rasterized� its cellular rasterization
in � is an n��curve� Although this is a desirable feature for hypervoxel

� traversal algorithms� in
some cases ��� it is more desirable to compute l��curves for rasterization in the n�dimensional
lattice� where l 	 n� just as in the two�dimensional case� where ��connected curves are usually
preferred to 
�connected curves�

As in the two�dimensional case� there is a particular choice of the set K� that generates ��
connected curve digitalizations in the case of orthogonal lattice generators� If the vectors vi are
orthogonal� by letting one of the axes coincide with the straight line containing one generator�
we can always lay an orthogonal cartesian coordinate system in Rn such that all the coordinates
of the vector vi are zero except the i�th coordinate� vi�i� Let Ai be the hyperplane passing
through the origin and perpendicular to the vector vi� Consider the Voronoi set associated with
the origin VO� and let A

�
i � Ai 	 V�� Consider now as basic domain of the rasterization scheme

the set

K� �
n���
i��

A�i �

The scheme de�ned in this way computes the intersections of the curve 
 to be rasterized with
the hyperplanes of the form

xi � jvi�i

where j is an integer� and then approximates the resulting points to their nearest lattice point���
The resulting lattice points build the rasterization of the curve� This last type of rasterization
is called grid intersection rasterization�

Grid intersection rasterization can be extended to non�orthogonal lattices by substituting the
hyperplanes Ai with the hyperplanes Ai passing through the origin and containing all vectors
vj for all j �� i� In the lattice coordinate system� such hyperplanes have the form xi � �� with k
integer� To rasterize a curve 
 in this case� its intersections with the grid of hyperplanes of the


Where a hypervoxel is by de�nition the set V��
��Such a point is not always unique� However� this ambiguity can be trivially overcome by forcing uniqueness�
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form xi � j �in the lattice coordinate system� have to be computed� and the resulting points
are then approximated to the nearest lattice point on the hyperplane�

In general� cellular rasterization schemes guarantee that the rasterization of any given point
P exists� since the Voronoi sets associated with a lattice tessellate Rn� and should be therefore
used to rasterize single points� whereas grid intersection rasterizations are more convenient
whenever a curve has to be rasterized� since they perform intersections with a set of parallel
hyperplanes� the equations of which are easy to handle�

Nearest neighbour rasterization schemes provide a fairly simple mechanism for the de�nition
of rasterization� However� they are not extensible to take into account the concept of l��neigh�
bourhoods� In order to generate the discretization of a set A� such schemes use replicas of one
single ��xed� set� and compute the intersections of the set to be rasterized with these copies� The
result of this procedure is then a connected set of lattice points that represent the set A on the
lattice� and that lies the closest possible to the set to be rasterized� within the limits imposed by
the discrete nature of lattices and by the relation of neighbourhood involved� With the schemes
introduced above� there is one and only one optimal choice of the resulting rasterization set���

To extend the operation of rasterization to lattices onto which a generic l��neighbourhood is
de�ned� from now on in this paper we restrict ourselves to the de�nition of curve rasterization

onto n�dimensional lattices� since a de�nition of rasterization for generic sets would imply a
thorough analysis of the topology of n�dimensional lattices� and this would be well beyond the
scope of this paper� The notation presented above for the de�nition of rasterization� although
more general� thus� turns out to be too heavy� in fact� curve rasterization is the rasterization of
subsets of Rn��� As we mentioned in Section �� a curve is a particular subset of Rn��� namely
a continuous function 
 � R �� Rn� and therefore its rasterization must be a curve in a lattice
� 
 Rn� i�e� a sequence S � Z �� � such that S�i� and S�i � 	� are neighbours� The discrete
curve resulting from the rasterization process will therefore be a connected subset of points of
� that lies the closest possible to the curve to be rasterized�

The keywords for the de�nition are the words connected and closest� Connectivity is the
characteristic which is most important from an observer�s standpoint� a rasterization of a curve
must be connected� As far as closeness is concerned� an observer is usually less categorical about
it� and depending on the requirements of the system this closest criterion can be relaxed �	�� ����
For example� in two�dimensional rasterizations� for speed reasons a polygon inscribed in a curve
might be rasterized instead of the curve itself ���� 
��� The rasterization scheme� therefore� must
ensure curve connectedness �rst�

The choice of the closest l��path to the curve 
 to be rasterized is� in general� more com�
plicated than the choice of a closest ���path or n��path to 
� because �� and n�rasterizations
involve only local decisions in the rasterization process� whereas generic l��rasterizations have
also to take into account conditions for the neighbours of the current point�

Similarly to grid intersection rasterizations� the starting point for the de�nition of an l��path
generating scheme� is calculating the intersection of the continuous curve 
 with a grid of lines�
so as to partition the rasterization procedure into an �enumerable� sequence of steps� However
here the choice of the next rasterization point has to take into account the local neighbourhood

��In fact� all the schemes introduced to date avoid in one way or another the ambiguities derived from the
points on the border of V�� which inherently are points shared by more than one K� set� by arbitrarily attributing
these points to one and only one K�
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Figure 
� Intersection of a curve r with the grid hyperplanes�

con�gurations� which impose additional conditions on the choice of the points of the discrete
curve�

Let ��v�� � � � �vn��� be the lattice onto which we want to perform rasterization� let 
 �
��� 	� �� Rn be the curve to be rasterized� and let A and B be its endpoints� Let the coor�
dinates of the generator vi be �vi��� � � � � vi�n��� in the orthogonal coordinate system� Consider
the coordinate system introduced by the lattice generators� In this coordinate system� the co�
ordinates of the generator vi will all be zero� except the i�th coordinate which will be 	� In the
coordinate system introduced by the lattice generators in Rn� consider the hyperplanes of the
form x�i � k� In other words� consider the hyperplanes Hkvi whose equation in the orthogonal
coordinate system is

vi��x� � � � � � vi�n��xn�� � k�v�i�� � � � �� v�i�n��� �

where k � Z� The hyperplanes Hkvi form a grid over Rn� which will be intersected with
the curve to be rasterized to obtain the lattice rasterization points� Note that� in the case
of rectangular lattices� the grid de�ned here coincides with the grid which derives from grid
intersection rasterization�

Let �A and �B respectively be the grid point digitalizations of A and B�
�� and consider the

intersections of 
 with the grid of the hyperplanes Hkvi � For each point P � intesection between

 and the hyperplane HkPvi � let P

� be its nearest lattice point on the hyperplane HkPvi � The
paramenter t induces an ordering on the points of the curve 
� and thus also on the intersections
of 
 with the grid� Let S � fP�� � � � � Prg be the ordered sequence of intersections of 
 with the
hyperplanes Hkvi� This sequence represents the order in which the hyperplanes Hkvi will be
intersected by the curve 
 for growing values of t� as illustrated in Figure 
� The sequence S
induces also an ordering on the sequence S� of the P �i � i�e� of the nearest neighbours de�ned
above� Note that the P �i are lattice points� and will be used to build the l��path� rasterization

��From a logical point of view� if we denote the rasterization of � with �� both �A and �B should belong to ��
However� in order to maintain consistency� in traditional rasterization algorithms this is not always the case� and
here we shall follow the same approach�
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Figure � Grouping 	�steps into l��steps for producing the rasterisation of a curve r�

of 
� From this sequence� it is easy to extract an l��connected path� up to l steps along the
directions of the generators can be grouped into a single diagonal step� provided that a single
��combined�� step is not composed of more than one step in each direction�

To illustrate this a little� imagine an observer travelling in the n�dimensional space from A

to B along the curve 
� Such an observer would �bump� into the hyperplanes of the grid at the
points Pi in a certain order� which de�nes a sequence S of points on the grid hyperplanes� Each
time the observer encounters a hyperplane in a point P � he scrupulously takes note of the point
encountered� looks for the closest lattice point to it� say P �� and takes note of it too� Once the
observer arrives at B� he has built two sequences of points S and S�� respectively containing the
points P and P �� from which it is possible to build a shortest l��path from A to B� Let us call
this path !� In order to do this� it su�ces to note that each point P � in S� represents a step in
the direction d perpendicular to the grid hyperplane containing P �� The sequence S� therefore
de�nes a sequence D of single steps in the directions of the axes which builds a 	�path from A

to B� From the sequence D we can obtain an l� path " by simply grouping together in each
hop up to l di�erent steps in the directions of the generators�

Let D � fdi� � � � � � dimg� Here� naturally� the elements of D are directions parallel to the
lattice generators� Let ih� be the minimum index of the sequence D that has appeared before
in D� Let k� � Min�l� h��� In the �rst hop� the �rst k� � l steps of D in di�erent directions
of the single generators can be grouped in a single hop� Let us denote this fact by rewriting
D and enclosing grouped steps in brackets� We have D � f�di� � � � � � dik� �� dik��� � � � � � dimg�
Consider now the subsequence extracted from D starting from ik���� i�e� the subsequence
Dk� � fdik��� � � � � � dimg and� again� let ih� be the minimum index of the sequence that has
appeared before in Dk� � Let k� �Min�l� h��� In the second hop of the l� path� the steps from
dik��� to dik� can be grouped together in a single step� We can thus rewrite D as

D � f�di� � � � � � dik� �� �dik��� � � � � � dik� �� dik��� � � � � � dimg �

This can be repeated until all the directions of D are grouped in hops� The result of this
procedure is the grouping of the directions in D into l� hops which de�ne an l� path from A to
B� Such a path represents the rasterization of the curve 
�

Figure  illustrates this in an example� The curve g � R� has to be rasterized onto an
orthogonal ���connected

�� lattice � from the point A to the point B� Since we are working
in 
�dimensional space� there will be four lattice generators� and therefore four parallel sheafs

��Note that orthogonality is required here to allow l��connectedness�
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of hyperplanes �perpendicular to the lattice generators� which will be used to compute the
rasterization of g� In the �gure� the projection of g onto a convenient plane is shown� The
diagonal segments intersecting the curve represent the intersections of the curve with the sheafs of
hyperplanes of equation xi � k �i � �� � � � � ��� where parallel hyperplanes have been represented
by parallel segments� The intersections found de�ne a 	�connected path from A to B� the steps
of which build the sequence of directions

D � fd�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�� d�g �

The directions of D are grouped to form an l� path in the following way�

D � f�d�� d��� �d�� d�� d��� �d�� d��� �d�� d�� d���
�d�� d�� d��� �d�� d��� �d��� �d�� d��g �

Note that here one step in the direction d� cannot be grouped together with any other step� due
to the fact that d� occurs twice in a row� Note also that the chosen path is not the only ���path
possible� for example also the path

D � f�d�� d��� �d�� d�� d��� �d�� d��� �d�� d�� d���
�d�� d�� d��� �d�� d��� �d��� �d�� d��g �

is an l��connected path from A to B� and represents g accurately� This non�uniqueness is due
to the nature of l� paths� However� all possible paths derived from D by grouping together up
to � di�erent directions will be close enough to the original curve to represent it �well�� A more
precise de�nition of rasterization which would compute a unique path would have to compromise
greatly in speed� and is thus not desirable� since all possible legal groupings within D would
have to be analyzed� The algorithm de�ned above follows the curve from A to B and groups
directions as soon as the occasion arises�

To recapitulate� in this section several rasterization techniques have been introduced� The use
of each of them depends on the object to be rasterized� on the lattice onto which rasterization is to
be performed and on the neighbourhood relation de�ned onto it� If� as in most cases� there is no
requirement for l� connectedness� then it is much easier to use nearest neighbour rasterizations�
Cellular rasterization is preferred if single points or generic objects have to be rasterized� while
curves are preferably rasterized through grid intersection rasterization schemes� However� there
are cases� for example when conditions on the smoothness of the rasterized object are imposed� or
in interconnection network routing� where the l��connectedness of the rasterization is required�
In these cases the last method presented is capable of �nding an l��connected rasterization of
the curve� In the next section� we will de�ne an algorithm that rasterizes straight line segments�

� Straight line rasterization

Although there is plenty of literature on straight line rasterization onto square planar lattices
���� only recently has line rasterization onto hexagonal lattices been introduced �
	� 
��� In
three�dimensional space� straight line drawing algorithms have been developed in the context
of ray�tracing for following a ray through the scene to be rendered �	�� Lately there has been
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growing interest on line segment rasterization algorithms in n�dimensional space� Badouel and
W#uthrich ��� presented a face connected algorithm which rasterized straight line segments onto
n�dimensional hypercubes� In an independent work� Slater ���� published two algorithms that
generated both the n��connected and the 	��connected rasterization of straight line segments
onto a hyperrectangular lattice�

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the de�nition of rasterization presented in the last
chapter through the development of an algorithm for the rasterization of a straight line onto
an l��connected hypercubic lattice� We shall start by introducing one such algorithm for the
hypercubic unitary lattice �u� i�e� such that its generators are all of unit length�

Let P � �p�� p�� � � � � pn��� and Q � �q�� q�� � � � � qn��� be two distinct hyperlattice points� Let
ni � qi� pi� The straight line from P to Q is the set of points X � �x�� x�� � � � � xn��� such that
xi � �qi� pi�t� pi� where t � ��� 	�� As seen in the previous section� the parameter t introduces
an ordering on the points of the straight line� For each dimension i� consider the straight line
points Pj�hi obtained for t �

hj
ni
� where hj � 	� � � � � ni� and order these points in increasing

order of their corresponding parameter value� The segment PQ results subdivided into ni equal
parts for each dimension i� and the points obtained on the straight line segment are ordered by
increasing values of the parameter t to form a sequence A � fA�� � � � � Arg which in turn is used
to build the l��connected path as in the previous section�

The algorithm outlined above can be e�ciently implemented to perform integer calculations
only� and to generate one hop for each of its steps� To do this� for each dimension i� an integer
counter di is allocated �i � �� � � � � n � 	�� The values of ni� together with the least common
multiple L � LCM�fnig� are then computed� Let n

��
i �

L
ni
� and let n�i � �n

��
i � The n

�
is represent

the increment that will be used for the counter di throughout the whole algorithm� The counters
di are initialized to n

��
i � At each step� the set D of the l smallest counter cells di is considered�

Let di� be the smallest counter cell� and let n
�
i�
be the increment corresponding to it� First n�i�

is added to di� � Then the set D is reordered by increasing values of the counter cells� Again� the
corresponding increment n�i� is added to the smallest di� until either all l elements of D have been
incremented� or the smallest di is a counter cell that has already been incremented in the current
step� Once one of these two conditions is ful�lled� the directions corresponding to the elements
of D that have been incremented in the step are grouped together in one single hop� The steps
are repeated until all counters di have reached the value of �L� n��i � which is equivalent to the
condition �i� di � �L� To avoid missing the endpoint Q� whenever a counter di is greater than or
equal to �L� it cannot contribute any more to the hops� and it is therefore removed from the list
of the incrementable di counters� This condition is unnecessary if there is the need to draw an
�in�nite� line� Whenever two counter cells di have equal values in a certain step� an arbitrary
choice can be made� here the direction corresponding the lowest dimension �i�e� corresponding
to the smallest i� is considered �rst �as if it was smaller�� unless it has already been incremented
in the current step in which case it is considered to be bigger than all non�incremented counter
cells equal to it�

Note that the initialization of the counters di is important� since otherwise in the �rst step
all di would be equal to zero� and this would imply an arbitrary choice of the directions of the
�rst step�

The algorithm translates into the following pseudocode�
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A Algorithm�

� Initialization�
�i� ni � qi � pi END�
L� LCMi�ni�
�i n��i �

L
ni

n�i � � � n��i END��

� Translation�
�i� di � n��i END�

� Loop�
WHILE ��i� di � �L�
Consider the l minimum di�
and order them in the sequence di� � � � � � dil��
IF�dik � n�ik � dil � �k 	 l�
�k 	 l�

dik � dik � n�ik
x�ik�� x�ik� � 	

END�
ENDIF
ELSE
Let m be the minimum dir � n�ir � and let l

�

be the maximum ik such that dil� � m�
�k � l��

dik � dik � n�ik
x�ik�� x�ik� � 	

END�
ENDELSE
Discard directions such that di � �L
Write X � �x���� � � � � x�n� 	��

ENDWHILE

The algorithm presented above is a little slower than traditional algorithms developed for the
	� and n�connected cases� This is due to the inherent complexity of l��connectedness� In case
	� and n�connectedness are required� it is thus better to use the already mentioned algorithms�

The algorithm presented above can be extended trivially to a generic hypercubic lattice �c by
using an a�ne transform for transforming the points of the generic hypercubic lattice into points
of a unitary hypercubic lattice �u and transforming back the resulting rasterization through
the inverse a�ne transform� More generally� the algorithm above can be trivially extended to
hyperrectangular lattices� In fact� given a hyperrectangular lattice �r and a hypercubic lattice
�c� there is an a�ne transformation A that converts the generators of �r into the generators
of �c� To compute a hyperrectangular l��connected straight path between two points P and Q
in �r� it su�ces again to compute an l��connected straight path from A�P � to A�Q�� and to
transform the resulting rasterization points through the inverse of A�

Finally� a small remark has to be made on the generation of the rasterization of a straight
line segment from P to Q onto a non�orthogonal lattice �� In this case also� there exists a simple
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a�ne transformation A mapping the generators of � into the generators of �u� As for all a�ne
transformations� this transformation guarantees that lattice points will be mapped into lattice
points� and that both grid hyperplanes and segment midpoints will be preserved� To �nd the
	�connected rasterization of a segment onto a generic lattice �� the 	�connected rasterization of
the segment from A�P � to A�Q� can be computed and transformed back through the inverse
of A� The resulting rasterization points coincide with the points that would have been reached
by applying grid intersection rasterization directly on the grid hyperplanes de�ned as in the
previous section�

� Conclusions

This paper has presented a �rst de�nition of rasterization in n�dimensional spaces using hyper�
lattices as a model for n�dimensional raster output devices� The model used does not require
the lattice generators to be orthogonal� allowing thus non�orthogonal rasterization and sampling
operations in higher order spaces� Rasterization schemes have been linked to the degree of con�
nectivity required by the rasterized object in the discrete space� Such links will permit in future
some control of the smoothness of the generated curve before the rasterization process begins�
Both a generic algorithm for the rasterization of a curve� and an algorithm for the generation
of a straight line segment have been presented� each of these algorithms generates the degree of
smoothness required in the output�

The immediate application of this work in Computer Graphics lies in the visualization of
n�dimensional datasets from scienti�c and experimental data� as well as in the development
of the theory necessary for the display and representation of n�dimensional virtual worlds� In
Image Processing the main contribution of this study lies in the allowed non�orthogonality of
the data acquisition process through the scanning device� For example� the theory developed
allows scanning devices� such as NMR and PET �Positron�Emission Tomography� devices� to
acquire data along non�orthogonal directions� and to display such data in computer visualization
systems� thus granting more �exibility to the data analysis�

The de�nition of a model for n�dimensional raster output devices and for the operation of
rasterization allows the application of rasterization to new �elds� whenever continuous objects
have to be represented through discrete ones�

To be fully usable� however� the theory presented in this paper has to be re�ned� although
curve rasterization is de�ned here� to the author�s knowledge there are no studies available on
surface and hypersurface rasterization� There are not even algorithms for the rasterization of
hyperplanes in n�dimensional spaces� The link between lattice connectivity and the smoothness
of rasterized objects is still more an intuition than a fact�

As the power of computing devices increases� so does the quest for visualizing progressively
more complex spaces� Advances can be made only if the concepts of discrete n�dimensional
geometry are clear� It is thus reasonable to assume that in the near future many of the unresolved
issues mentioned above will be tackled and resolved�
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